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Abstract— Retail Trade in India is ru led by sloppy stores and 91% of the retail exchange is comprised of Kirana stores, road 

sellers, opening in-the-div ider shops and roadside vendors. Clients incline toward  the Tradit ional Retail (Kirana) stores in view 

of closeness to their homes, helpful timings, close colleague with the shop guardian, accessibility o f credit  and so on. Anyway 

a lot of present day buyers need charming shopping knowledge over closeness and convenience, bring ing about the change in 

outlook in the inclinations of clients from disorderly to composed retailing. In this paper, the scientists endeavored to res earch 

the impact of Composed Food and Grocery  Retailing on the store activit ies of Tradit ional Retail (Kira na) stores in Vijayawada 

and Guntur urban areas of CRDA district of Andhra Pradesh state and to assess the strategies for survival of Traditional Reta il 

(Kirana) stores. The investigation sees that, Traditional Retail (Kirana) Store activ ities like Store Sales, Store Profits, 

Customers Visit  and Employee Strength are diminished in  both the urban areas because of Organized Retail Stores. The 

reasonableness of key choices for Traditional Retail (Kirana) Stores to contend with Organized Retail Store is ind istinguishable 

in the two urban Communities. It winds up basic for the sloppy area to consider the changing purchaser's needs and inclinatio ns 

for its survival and manageability in the setting of development of sorted out retailing. 

 
Keywords— Kirana shops, inclinations, composed retailing, diminished, organized retailers  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

India is known as the 'Country of Shops'. After agribusiness, 

retailing is the second biggest business in Ind ia. Out of the in  

excess of 12 million stores that exist in different pieces of the 

nation, a large portion of them are little  in nature and are in  

country regions. The occupants to stores proportion in India 

are about 100:1, that is a store serves 100 indiv iduals, which  

is 2000:1 on account of Europe. Retailing in India is for the 

most part separated into two classes, viz. Chaotic Retailing 

and Organized Retailing. Disorderly Retailing incorporates 

customary arrangements of low cost retailing like Kirana 

shops, proprietor oversaw general stores, container shops, 

and accommodation stores, vendors, push truck and road 

merchants and so forth. Composed Retailing on the opposite 

side alludes to selling exercises attempted by authorized  

retailers, who are enlisted with assessment experts for deals 

expense and personal duty. Corporate subsidized hyper 

markets and retail chain stores and secretly kept up huge 

retail locations are not many instances of composed retailers. 

Retail Trade in  India is commanded by chaotic stores and 

91% of the retail exchange is comprised of Kirana stores, 

road sellers, gap in-the-divider shops and roadside vendors. 

The points of interest delighted in by the sloppy or 

conventional retailing are: minimal effort structure, lower 

rentals and ease of work. Moreover, clients incline toward  

these stores as a result of nearness to their homes, help ful 

timings, close associate with the retailer, accessibility of 

credit, acknowledgment of telephonic request and 

arrangement for home conveyance.  

 

In any case, a lot of present day buyers need charming 

shopping background over vicinity and accommodation. The 

customary Kirana stores are trailing behind the sorted out 

retailers in g iving such an encounter and as a result missing 

out those shoppers. Despite the fact that the Indian retail 

industry is ruled by disorderly retailing, the portion of sorted 

out retailing ought not be undermined. It is gradually  

however relentlessly developing year over year and rises as a 

power to figure with in the days to come. There has been a 

change in perspective in the inclinations of clients from 

sloppy to sorted out, which is apparent from the expanding 

support towards composed retailing (See Table -1).Studies in  

different pieces of India embraced by analysts to assess the 

impacts of composed retailing on chaotic retailing have given 

some significant perceptions. The impact of sorted out 

retailing on the store tasks like incomes, benefits, client 

footfall, work and conclusion pace of sloppy retailsector 

demonstrates that chaotic retailers (Kirana stores) in the area 
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territories of sorted out retailers seen a decrease in their deals 

and benefit after the passage of huge corporate into retailing. 

 

In any case, this unfavorable effect on store activ ities of 

chaotic retailers (Kirana stores) debilitated after some time. 

There was no solid proof that there is a decrease in the work 

in the chaotic segment with the rise of the sorted out retailers. 

It is also detected that the endeavors from d isorderly retailers 

to redesign their business practices have helped them to 

recover. Thinking about these certainties, the scientists 

endeavored to exp lore the impact o f Organized Food and 

Grocery Retailing on the store activ ities of Traditional Retail 

(Kirana) stores in CRDA area of Andhra Pradesh state and to 

investigate techniques for survival of Traditional Retail 

(Kirana) stores in this paper. 

 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Brennan and Lundster (2000) exp lore the effect of enormous 

rebate stores on little  US towns and seen that customers shop 

at rebate stores for value limits and assortment and visit  

strength stores for novel things [3].  

 

Broadbridge and Calderwood (2002) surmised that, survival 

of customary stores from the expanded rivalry from 

enormous sorted out retail locations incredibly relies upon 

responsibility and ability of conventional retailer to meet the 

neighborhood network needs[4]. Radhakrishnan (2004) 

infers that the most influenced stores with the passage of 

sorted out retail locations are: Small stores with little store 

zone, less deals volume, couple of worker quality and 

separated stores that does not have joint effort with different 

stores [5].  

 

Anuradha Kalhan (2007) called attention to that shopping 

centers have diminished the offers of little store and road 

sellers in Mumbai. There is a lo fty decrease in closeout of 

natural products, vegetables, prepared nourishment, goods, 

pieces of clothing, electronic products in these stores coming 

about 50% of them with conclusion or decrease in  business 

[6].  

 

Vijayraghavan and Ramasurya (2007) saw that, in spite of 

having strength in the Indian retail advertise, customary  

retailers are laggingbehind composed retailers as far as 

assortment and run and losing deals volumes in a few pieces 

of the nation [7]. 

 

Thakkar and Bhatt (2007) felt that developing worries over 

the loss of employments and vocation in chaotic area 

constrained corporate retailers like Bhart i Wal-Mart and 

Reliance to welcome little brokers and people to move 

toward becoming franchisees on a benefit sharing model [8].  

Singh R.K. also, Tripathi, A.P. (2008) recognized that 

shopping centers in Delhi and NCR have influenced little  

stores, however, stores in luxurious territories and inward  

road were less influenced [9]. 

 

 Joseph Mathew et.al. (2008) found that disorderly retailers 

saw a decrease in deals and benefit in the early long stretches 

of the section of sorted out retailers. There was no proof of a 

decrease in by and large work in the disorderly part. The 

unfavorable effect, notwithstanding, diminishes over a 

period. The examination demonstrates buyers and ranchers 

are for the most part profited by sorted out retailing [10].  

 

Paromita Goswami and Mridula S Mishra (2009) 

recommended that, all kirana stores need a basic assessment 

of their quality and shortcomings and to modernize their 

stores with prompt impact so as to endure [11]. 

 

Kokatnur, Shilpa S. (2009) uncovered that conventional 

retailers are seriously influenced by slips in administration 

what's more, advancement methodologies and need to 

upgrade their plans of action [12].  

 

Paromita Goswami (2009) presumed that, kirana s tores 

should update their store and perform well in terms of clients 

need fulfillment so as to endure [13]. 

 

Deepak Devagan and Mandeep Kaur (2010) underscored that 

shopping centers in little urban communities can unstick the 

little stores and disintegrating their client base [14].  

 

Shalla, S.A. furthermore, Mehta, M.S. (2013) announced that 

shopping centers positively affect sloppy retail outlets 

regarding deals and benefits and there is some legitimacy in  

permitting FDI in retail area in Jammu &Kashmir [15].  

 

Hamil and Priyadharshini (2014) researched the effect of 

Supermarkets on disorderly retail locations in Tirunelveli. 

Real effects are observed to be decrease in deals volume, 

decrease in benefit and faithful clientbase [16]. 

 

III. NEED OF THE STUDY 

 

The prior survey of writing uncovers that, little customary  

retail (Kirana) stores are incredibly influenced by the section 

of corporate into retailing and the rise of shopping center 

culture, however not many examinations contrast starting 

here of view. Not very  many investigations have proposed 

techniques for conventional retailers to get by in the long 

run. In any case, investigations of this extent were not led in  

Vijayawada and Guntur urban areas of CRDA district, 

Andhra Pradesh. Increasingly over the current examinations 

are insufficient to address the worries of little retailers. Thus 

an organized investigation of impact of Organized Food and 

Grocery retailing on Traditional retail (Kirana) stores is 

expected to propose methodologies to battle the impacts 

from sorted out retailers. 
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IV. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

India is a country of businesspeople, sellers and road 

merchants. Roughly 12 million shops are running in retail 

segment and 48.11million indiv iduals are utilized  in  

retailing. Studies demonstrate that development of sorted out 

retailing has scratched the business, benefits, client base and 

worker quality of chaotic or conventional retailers. This is 

apparent from the show of solid challenges by the 

businesspeople, sellers and road sellers against corporate 

retailing and FDI in retailing. Under these conditions 

Traditional retailers require v iable techniques to endure and 

continue in the focused game with composed retail. 

Subsequently the theme, "Impact of Organized retailing on 

Traditional retail (Kirana) Stores: Strategies for Survival." 

 

V. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 

The destinations with which the investigation has been taken 

up are exhibited here under:  

 

 To inspire the conclusions of the select Traditional 

retailers about the impact of Organized Food and Grocery  

retailing on their store activities.  

 To assess the most appropriate procedures for the survival 

of Traditional (Kirana) stores.  

 To offer recommendations for Traditional retailers to 

improve their exhibition. 

 

HYPOTHESIS STUDY 

The accompanying theories were encircled  for the 

examination dependent on the destinations.  

H01: Tradit ional Retail (Kirana) Store activit ies like Store 

Sales, Store Profits, Customers Visit and Employee Quality 

are not dimin ished in both the urban areas because of 

Organized Retail Stores. 

 H02: Suitability of key alternatives for Tradit ional Retail 

(Kirana) Stores to rival Organized Retail Store isn't 

indistinguishable in the two urban areas. 

 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The present investigation is an endeavor to analyze the 

impact of Organized Food and Grocery retailing on the store 

activities of Trad itional retail (Kirana) stores. The 

investigation is attempted covering twin urban areas of 

CRDA district, Guntur and Vijayawada as it were. The 

investigation considers the feelings of conventional retailers 

occupied with Food &Grocery business  

 

VI. METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION 

 

The present investigation is observational in nature and 

considers the conclusions of merchants occupied with Food 

&Grocery  retailing in  twin urban communit ies of Guntur and 

Vijayawada of CRDA district, Andhra Pradesh regarding the 

impact of Organized retailing on the store tasks of 

Traditional retail (Kirana) stores. The investigation utilizes 

essential hotspots for informat ion accumulat ion and the 

informat ion has been gathered from the respondents through 

overview strategy utilizing poll as an instrument. The 

example unit considered for the investigation was 

respondents working inside the vicinity of composed retailers 

in the 4-kilometer span. Test of 100 respondents each from 

Guntur and Vijayawada were chosen by accommodation 

testing technique. To catch the feelings of the respondents, a 

wellstructured survey was created by thinking about the 

applicable writing, primer enquiry with the brokers and 

perspectives on specialists with in the field. To encourage the 

respondents to reply about the impact of Sorted out Food and 

Grocery retail locations on the store tasks of Traditional 

retail (Kirana) stores, a three-point scale was structured (see 

Table-4). For estimating the sentiments of the respondents on 

reasonableness of the key choices for contending with sorted 

out retail locations, Likert's five-point rat ing scale was 

received (see Tab le 5).The study was directed from February  

to May 2017. The gathered information has been gone 

through SPSS 17.0 for inferring results. Chi-square test is 

directed to test the freedom. Rank connection is assessed to 

evaluatethe similitude (versus uniqueness) between the urban 

communities regarding different issues. 

 

VII. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

The age-wise creation of respondents uncovers that over 60% 

of the respondents from Vijayawada and Guntur are in the 

age gathering of 31-50. There are likenesses seen if there 

should be an occurrence of period of respondents of the two 

spots. The instructive capability of the respondents uncovers 

that over half o f the respondents are having X standard and 

moderate as their instructive capability in both urban areas. 

More than half of the respondents from the two  urban areas 

have an encounter of around 20 years in maintain ing the 

business. There are likenesses if there should arise an 

occurrence of respondents of both Vijayawada and Guntur in  

such manner.  

 

The information identify ing with premises of the store 

uncovers that over half of the respondents of Vijayawada 

work from the rented premises though over half of the 

respondents from Guntur works from claim premises. The 

examination identifying with the size/zone of store uncovers 

that in the event of over 60% of the stores, the territory of the 

store is 100-300 Sq.ft. Th is is valid if there should be an 

occurrence of greater part  stores of both Vijayawada and 

Guntur. 

 

Over half of the working facu lty of the store are contracted 

individuals if there should arise an occurrence of the two 

urban areas of Vijayawada and Guntur. Over half of the 

sorted out retail locations are found under 2kms from the 
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conventional stores. The impact of Organized Retail Stores 

on Traditional Retail (Kirana) Store Operations is portrayed 

in Table-4.According to it, half and 53% of respondents 

individually from Vijayawada and Guntur communicated 

that their store deals dimin ished up to 20% after the section 

of sorted out retail locations. 56% of respondents from 

Vijayawada and 59% of respondents from Guntur uncovered 

that their store benefits dropped up to 20%. 49% of 

respondents each from Vijayawada and Guntur opined that 

they are seeing the disintegration of client visit up to 20%. 

Close half of the respondents from both Vijayawada and 

Guntur felt that their representative quality has stayed same 

even after the passage of composed retail locations in the 

region. 

 

The investigation identifying  with reasonableness of key  

alternatives for contending with sorted out retail 

locations.There are varieties in the perspectives on 

respondents identifying with both Vijayawada and Guntur. 

The accompanying vital alternatives were seen as most 

reasonable by the respondents of both Vijayawada and 

Guntur.  

 

 

 

  

 

The accompanying key choices were considered as 

appropriate by the respondents from Vijayawada and Guntur.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The accompanying vital alternatives were seen as most 

reasonable by the respondents of Vijayawada.  

 

 

 

reasonable amounts  

 

sted things  

 

The accompanying vital choices were found as appropriate 

by the respondents from Guntur.  

 

 

 

reasonable amounts  

 

ssibility of requested things  

 

provisions 

 

Trial of Statistics 

Chi-square test is directed to test the autonomy. Rank 

connection is assessed to evaluate the comparability (versus 

divergence) between the urban communit ies regarding the 

issues. Abouttheeffect of sorted out retail locations on 

conventional retail (Kirana) stores activities, the connection 

between position of store tasks and the degree of impact is 

critical as P-esteem is 0.000 (< 0.05) at 5 % huge level. That 

is the reactions are o ffered  by the quality o f the issue and the 

reaction isn't given on collection all things considered. More 

often than not, the reaction is "Store tasks are dimin ished". 

Connection between the city of the store and position of store 

tasks isn't noteworthy as P –  esteem is 0.268 (> 0.05). Th is 

demonstrates, the situation of store tasks is comparable in  

both the urban communities. Trial of Correlation between 

urban areas yielded the R – estimation of 0.96752 showing 

there is a high relat ionship seen between the urban 

communit ies with deference to position of store tasks. 

Subsequently, the invalid speculation, H01: Trad itional 

Retail (Kirana) Store tasks like Store Sales,  

 

Store Profits, Customers Visit and Employee Strength are not 

dimin ished in both the urban communit ies due toOrganized  

Retail Stores, is rejected. In this manner, it is demonstrated 

that the "Store activities are diminished in both the urban 

communit ies". If there should be an occurrence of 

appropriateness of vital alternatives for contending with 

Organized Retail Store, the connection between the vital 

alternative and reasonableness is noteworthy as P-esteem is 

0.000 (< 0.05) at 5 % huge level. That is the reactions are 

offered by the quality of the alternative and the reaction isn't 

given on accumulation all things considered. For a large 

portion of the key alternatives the reaction is "Generally  

Suitable". Reasonableness of vital alternatives was not 

affected by the city of the store, as P – esteem is 0.313 (> 

0.05). In this way, it is construed that reasonableness of key 

choices was indistinguishable in both the urban areas. Trial 

of Correlat ion between urban areas delivered the R – 

estimation of 0.98521 proposing, there is a high relationship 

seen between the urban communities concerning 

reasonableness of key choices. Thus, the invalid speculation, 

H02: Su itability of vital alternatives for Tradit ional Retail 

(Kirana) Stores to contend with Organized Retail Store isn't 

indistinguishable in the two urban areas, is rejected. In this 

way, it is clear that "the reasonableness of vital alternatives is 

indistinguishable in both the urban communities". 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

 

From the prior investigation, it is watched thatthe 

conventional retail (Kirana) store activities like storedeals, 
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store benefits and clients visit are dimin ished in both the 

urban communit ies because of sorted out retail locations. In  

any case, the representative quality of the stores stayed same 

in the vast majority of the cases. These outcomes are reliable 

with those of Mathew, J et.al.as sorted out retailing in CRDA 

territory is at a beginning stage. It is set up that lion's share of 

the conventional retail (Kirana) stores' deals are dimin ished 

in both the urban communit ies with the section of composed 

retail locations. This finding substantiates the aftereffects of 

Anuradha Kalhan. Stores' benefits are dimin ished in both the 

urban areas with the development of composed retail 

locations. Clients visit to the conventional retail (Kirana) 

stores likewise dropped in both the urban communit ies with 

the approach of sorted out retail locations. These outcomes 

loan assurance to the discoveries of Deepak Devgan and 

Mandeep Kaur and Hamil andPriyadharshini. It  is d iscovered 

that the reasonableness of key choices for Conventional 

Retail (Kirana) Stores to rival Organized Retail Store is 

indistinguishable in the two urban areas. The most favored 

choices in the request for inclination are: "Improving store 

show", "Make changes according to the necessities ofthe 

clients", "Keeping up neatness to pull in clients" and 

"Expanding the scope of items with vital quality and in 

appropriate amounts". These outcomes fortify the 

investigations of Broadbridge, A., &Calderwood, E., and 

Paromita Goswami. It is proposed to the sloppy retailers to 

embrace changes according to the requirements of the clients 

in wording of scope of items with essential quality and in  

reasonable amounts to keep up its piece of the overall 

industry. They are too expected to keep up neatness in the 

store to draw in clients. Chaotic retailers ought to guarantee 

prepared accessibility of requested things and drop product 

offerings less requested to prune costs while improving store 

show. This will empower them to expand the client base. 

Expanding on  existing trust and cooperative attitude likewise 

help them to hold the clients.  

 

There has been a fractional change of Indian buyers to 

disparage sorted out retail. Their higher extra cash, expanded 

understanding and ability to spend will enlarge the 

development of sorted out retail area. In the mean time the 

accommodations of home-conveyance, buys on layaway and 

vicinity o ffered  by the sloppy division will bait them to the 

closest corner-store for their prompt buys. It progresses 

toward becomingbasic for the sloppy division to consider the 

changing buyer's needs and inclinations for its survival 

what's more, supportability with regards to rise of composed 

retailing 

 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE S TUDY FOR FUTURE 

RESEARCH 

Impressive measure of research has gone into the 

investigation of impact of composed retail locations on 

conventional retail (Kirana) stores. Be that as it  may, there is 

lack o f data in the scholarly writ ing relevant to 

appropriateness of key alternatives for customary retail 

(Kirana) stores to rival composed retail locations. Thisstudy 

is relied upon to fix this lack to a more prominent degree. 

The examination likewise offers some commonsense 

ramifications to the retailers. The examination suggests that 

the procedures talked about would help the customary 

retailers not just in safe guarding their financial advantages 

yet in addition in  rivaling the composed retailers with much 

energy and certainty. The techniques may likewise be 

controlled for sustenance and development of customary  

retail (Kirana) stores. The investigation results might be 

confirmed by different specialists by leading a similar report 

in different pieces ofthe nation. Barely any past 

investigations show that the impact of sorted out retail 

locations on customary retail (Kirana) stores is on wind 

down as time passes. Consequently different specialists may 

look at whether such conditions turn out in CRDA locale of 

Andhra Pradesh. Same investigation might be directed by 

including some more angles like impact of sorted out retail 

locations on different changes made by customary retailers in  

their business. 

 

RESTRICTIONS OF THE STUDY  

The present examination is restricted to Food and Grocery  

subsector of retail d ivision. The ends drawn out of this 

examination couldn't be appropriate neither to different 

subsectors of retailing or to different divisions of business. 

The study results are gotten from the select customary 

retailers of Guntur and Vijayawada urban communities of 

CRDA district of Andhra Pradesh and consequently couldn't 

be translated as mirroring the normal assessment of Food and 

Grocery retailers in India or on the planet.  
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